
Key moment being covered
Kudzu, the chief of the forest that the Herald’s been looking for, reflects on his mistakes and asks the

Herald to help set things right.

Quest details
Since this is a platforming game, the overarching goals amount to ‘getting to a particular point.’ In

this case, it’s getting to Kudzu at the forest floor. The Herald has to rely on prior knowledge of the

forest to know that the way to the ground is the elevator on the Sequoia Supreme.

Reaching Kudzu himself leads to the dialogue explaining why he’s down here and what he needs to

do, that ‘doing’ in question being to destroy the Sacred Order camp hidden down here - the one that

was responsible for the torching of the forest. This quest introduction is simply a prelude to the boss

battle, the ‘False Sun’, which is tough enough to take a lot of time. Kudzu and the Herald travel a

short distance to the camp, and then Kudzu himself provides support during the battle. He throws in

items during vulnerability periods that help the player damage the False Sun. The boss fight revolves

around the upgrades and obstacles encountered in this level, such as the Conductor upgrade and the

hot coal floor.

After the quest is finished, the Herald finally gets to pass on their message to Kudzu, who promises to

spread it among his people.

Where is this situated?
The official quest from Kudzu is located at the end of the area, at the bottom of the elevator.



Dialogue (& Cinematics)





Section 6 – Lore
New Canopy City’s been under attack from the Sacred Order ever since the Herald was left for dead,

thanks to the camp hidden beneath the trees being activated. That’s why, as the player travels

through the treetops, enemies that are affiliated with the Sacred Order always seem to appear by

ascending. The Sacred Order soldiers themselves have been trained in scorched earth tactics by the

False Sun, the leader of the hidden camp, which is why all of them are armed with fire and

electricity-type weapons: the best means of destroying perishable resources.

The Gilded Ginkgo that the troops captured to convert into a military fort was neither gilded, nor a

ginkgo tree, to begin with. It was painted gold by the Sacred Order as a sign of their dominance over

the rest of New Canopy City.

Kudzu himself is on the forest floor in a meditative state. The forest floor is sacred to the people of

the city, and visits there are only permissible for spiritual reasons, such as pilgrimages. Hence, Kudzu

is here; he realises the error of his ways and how he’s misused pentaclons to the level that he has,

with the Herald even missing an audience with him earlier in the game because he’d gone to party in

the neighbouring city. The forest floor is so sacred because it’s the site of the old towns, which were

completely infertile and wracked with famine and death before pentaclons helped the forest spring

up.

Kudzu’s view on death goes in line with his disapproval of the Sacred Order - death is celebrated, but

only of natural, peaceful causes. This current assault is quick, sudden, aggressive and unnatural,

which neither Kudzu or the Herald can agree is correct.

Speaking of aggressive, the ruined terrarium is the home of the Blue Banana Beast, which is the

miniboss of this place. The player actually encountered a member of their species earlier on in the

game, as the first major boss - really shows the scale of progression; what was once an important

boss is not just a roadblock. The beast itself not only has a taste for the forest’s famous blue bananas,

like their name suggests, but it has a preference for wet, aquatic environments, which is how it

managed to escape the heat for so long.


